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Achievements in 50 years of European
space cooperation
•

Through its cooperative endeavours and the flexibility provided for by the
ESA framework Europe has been playing a key role in space activities for 50
years.

•

From scientific excellence to commercial success in the launchers sector,
from a wide range of space applications serving European citizens to
cooperation on human spaceflight.

•

ESA programmes and industrial policy have allowed European industry to
thrive and be competitive globally.

•

Visible successes such as landing on distant planets or on a comet have
provided a showcase of what Europe can achieve when its acts collectively.

•

The cooperative framework has proven flexible to accommodate new
programmes and the different requirements of a growing number of ESA MS.

•

Europe, through ESA and its Member States, exists and works for outer
space activities and it is a recognised and sought partner for international
cooperation.
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Rosetta/ Philae: the landing that amazed
the world
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ESA 2015 BUDGET BY DOMAIN
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ESA Council at ministerial level
Naples, 20-21 November 2012 – Results 1/2
The Ministerial Council 2012, held in Naples on 20-21 November 2012,
was concluded by the adoption of four Resolutions:
• Resolution on the role of ESA in sustaining competitiveness
and growth in Europe;
• Resolution on the level of resources for the Agency’s
Mandatory activities 2013–17;

• Resolution on the CSG (2012-2017);
• Political Declaration towards the European Space Agency that
best serves Europe.
(also endorsed by 7 EU States not yet ESA Member States)
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ESA Council at ministerial level
Naples, 20-21 November 2012 – Results 2/2

Subscriptions for 10bn€ were allocated by ESA Member States and Canada to the
following programmes:
-

Mandatory: scientific programme and basic activities (Level of resources 2013-2017);

-

Launchers: Definition studies of Ariane 6, VEGA evolution (VECEP) as well as LEAP and
PRIDE;

-

Earth Observation: EO envelope programme 4, GMES space component 3 (Jason-CS
and Sentinel 5);

-

Human Spaceflight: European participation in ISS 2013-14, “barter element” with NASA
(MPCV “Orion” service module);

-

Telecommunications : ARTES elements including IAP;

-

Technology : GSTP.

Decision on launchers and ISS were carried forward to 2014 to a
further ESA Council meeting at ministerial level.
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ESA Council at ministerial level –
Luxembourg, 2 December 2014
Agenda
1.

Opening of meeting by hosting Minister, the Luxembourg Minister responsible for space

2.

Adoption of the Agenda

3.

Statement by the Co-Chairs of the meeting

4.

Statement by the Chair of the Council at delegate level

5.

The Director General’s proposals for Europe’s access to space, space exploration and
ESA evolution

6.

Statement by Member States and by observers

7.

Draft Resolution on Europe’s access to space

ESA/C-M-2014/OJ/1, rev.2

ESA/C-M(2014)1
ESA/C-M(2014)2
ESA/C-M(2014)3
Att.: ESA/C-M/…/Res.1 (Draft)

8.

Draft Resolution on Europe’s space exploration strategy

ESA/C-M(2014)4
Att.: ESA/C-M/…/Res.2 (Draft)

9.

Draft Resolution on ESA evolution

ESA/C-M(2014)5
Att.: ESA/C-M/…/Res.3 (Draft)

10.

Status of subscriptions to optional programmes

11.

Any Other Business

12.

Conclusion by the Co-Chairs
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ESA/C(2014)100, rev.3

CMIN 14 – Europe’s access to space
The Context :
Rapidly changing conditions of the world launcher market: global competition, trend towards
satellite electric propulsion but also a predictable European institutional market – e.g. Galileo
and Copernicus.
The Challenge:
Adapt the successful European launcher strategy to the evolving context while preserving the
political and industrial solidarity among Europeans.

Decision at CMIN 14 (4 bn€):
•

The development of a new launcher (Ariane 6) in two configurations to serve the
medium and heavy launch segment as from 2020.

•

The upgrade of the Vega launcher (VEGA C) to serve the small launch segment
(with the new participation of Germany as sign of solidarity among ESA MS).

•

The development of a common solid rocket motor (P120C) to serve both as
VEGA C first stage and Ariane 6 strap-on booster.

•

A new governance where industry takes on increased responsibility

•

Decision point at CMIN 16
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The new European launcher Ariane 6
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CMIN 14 – ISS exploitation and
space exploration
The Context
ISS as a stepping stone in a global strategy of exploration that, through the Moon, has
got Mars as the ultimate destination.

The Challenge
Secure funding and continued support by ESA Member States in a moment where other
new programmes were competing for additional resources.

Decision at CMIN 14 (1,2 bn€):
•

ISS exploitation funds until 2017 with confirmed support by UK (joined
only in 2012) and increased contribution by Italy (including development
of the NASA’s MPCV service element (MPCV-ESM) as barter element).

•

Continued support of the ISS scientific utilisation (ELIPS 4)

•

Preparatory elements European contribution to international lunar
missions

•

Further funding of Mars Robotic Exploration Preparation programme
(MREP-2)
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CMIN 14 - ExoMars
The Context :
ESA’s ambitious programme ExoMars involves two missions in 2016 and 2018

The Challenge:
Secure additional funding for the 2018 mission
Decision at CMIN 14 (>120M€) :

Additional funding was received not only by IT and UK but also from FR and
DE

In addition some 600M€ in additional unsolicited subscriptions were
received on on-going programmes in different areas (Earth
Observation, Telecomm, Integrated Applications and Technology)
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CMIN 14 – ESA Evolution 1/2

The Context
CMIN 12 decided to establish a High-Level Forum involving industry, the Member
States and the ESA Executive. Since 2012, measures have been taken to strengthen
ESA’s relationships with its Member States, seeking better coordination and
cooperation of space programmes in Europe through the sharing of information on
national space-related programmes.
The Challenge
Define the vision to enable ESA to maintain its role as one of the world-leading space
institutions, addressing its key relationships with its partners and its efficiency.

Decision at CMIN 14:
•

On Relations with ESA Member States, ESA DG to make proposals
to reinforce cooperation.

•

On Relations with the Scientific communities, ESA DG to identify
further cooperative endeavours with international partners to maximise
exploitation of Europe’s scientific heritage.
to be continued
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CMIN 14 – ESA Evolution 2/2
Decision at CMIN 14:
•

On Relations with Industry, MS support the continued dialogue aimed at
optimising industrial policies.

•

On the Evolution of the relationship between ESA and EU to propose by
2016 a partnership that facilitates the European Space Policy (ESP)
implementation.

•

On ESA’s Relations with non-European Non-Member States (the so
called EU-10):
•

To finalise accession process for Hungary and Estonia to the ESA Convention;

•

To secure the entry in force of European Cooperating States agreement with
Latvia (EU Presidency since 1 January 2015), Lithuania and Slovakia;

•

To establish formal cooperation with Bulgaria and Croatia.

•

On ESA’s Relations with non-European States to seize future cooperation
opportunities with different partners.

•

On ESA Efficiency to reinforce measures to achieve qualitative and
quantitative efficiency.
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Past and present ESA Leadership
Former ESA Directors General

Roy Gibson (UK) was
Director General of
ESRO, and the first
Director General of ESA,
serving from 1975 until
1980.

Erik Quistgaard (DK) was
the second Director General
of ESA, serving from 1980
until 1984. He passed away
on 11 February 2013, aged
91.

Prof.Dr.Reimar Lüst
(D) was the third
Director General of
ESA, serving from
1984 until 1990.

Current ESA Director
General
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Johann-Dietrich
Wörner (D) was born
in Kassel in 1954. He is
ESA DG since 1 July
2015. Before that he
was Chairman of the
Executive Board of the
German Aerospace
Center (DLR).

Jean-Marie Luton
(F) was the fourth
Director General of
ESA, serving from
1990 until 1997.

Antonio Rodotà (I) was the
fifth Director General of ESA,
serving from 1997 until 2003.
He passed away on 23
February 2006, aged 70.

Jean-Jacques
Dordain (F), born in
Lille in 1946, has
been ESA’s Director
General from July
2003 through June
2015.

ESA Council at ministerial level 2016 1/2
- Luxembourg and Switzerland share co-chairship of the ESA Council at
Ministerial level
- The meeting is planned to take place early December 2016 in Luzern
(CH)
- Preparatory meetings (CWG) planned to start as early as April 2016

As a follow up of CMIN 14 the following matters, amongst others, will be
tabled for decision:
- The launcher decision point.
- The European participation to ISS and other exploration international
endeavours.
- A proposal on a partnership with the EU.
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ESA Council at ministerial level 2016 2/2

Additionally CMIN 16 is expected to take decisions on programmes across
the whole spectrum of ESA activities and, in particular, on the new Level
of Resources beyond 2017 (LOR) that is the mandatory part of ESA
programmes. This includes
- The very successful ESA’s science programme (e.g. Rosetta / Philae)
- Preparation for the future (e.g. education. Basic technology programmes
- The functioning of ESA serving its Member States
After several years of loss in purchasing power it is required that ESA level
of Resources is restored at an appropriate level to safeguard ESA’s
technical expertise and ability to prepare the future
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NEXT PROGRAMMATIC STEPS FOR CM16

• Launchers: Following the set of decision on the Ariane and Vega developments adopted at C/M14,
further decisions will be proposed at C/M16 for CSG – Europe’s spaceport, for preparation of the
evolution of future launchers, as well as for continuation of the Launcher Exploitation Accompaniment
Programme (LEAP).
• Human Spaceflight and Exploration: A minimum scenario would contain the funding of ISS
Exploitation (and Utilisation/ELIPS-5) for the years 2018-2020. Building up on this minimum scenario,
a decision regarding the exploitation of ISS beyond 2020 – as well as potentially other activities for
securing the longer-term perspective for LEO exploitation beyond ISS (e.g. through cooperation with
China). On top of completing residual funding for ExoMars 2018 mission, decisions corresponding to a
post-ExoMars mission to Mars in the frame of a European Robotic Exploration Programme (EREP), and
to the continuation of the Mars Robotic Exploration Preparatory Programme (MREP-3) are prepared.
• Earth Observation: A decision on the Earth Observation Envelope Programme (EOEP-5) and a new
element of Earth Watch to support the development of applications and services, together with the
continuation of the current Earth Watch Global Monitoring of Essential Climate Variables (GMEVC), also
known as ESA Climate Change Initiative, may be proposed.

• Telecommunications and Integrated Applications: The continuation of the elements 3-4 and 5 of
the ARTES programme, and of the integrated application promotion (ARTES 20) are planned for
decision. Also, decision is planned for one PPP partner programme (ARTES 33).
• Decisions are also planned on the continuation of the Space Situational Awareness (SSA)
Programme and the General Support Technology Programme (GSTP). Within the Clean Space
initiative, the e-Deorbit mission of Active Debris Removal is planned to be proposed in 2016 for
implementation before 2020.
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A new paradigm : “Space 4.0”
• Space activities and their drivers have evolved over the last 60 years
• The growing relevance of space systems for policy implementation
and their role for societal welfare and security
• New actors, both public (growing number of Nations exploiting
space based systems) and private ones (often coming from different
Industries)
• This requires to redefine the paradigm ruling space activities in order to
continue enjoying the support of decision-makers and citizens alike by
even more successfully interconnecting society, industry, science and
politics
society
industry

SPACE
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science

industry

New ESA’s Vision – some elements
• (Co-) Development of European space strategy
• Implementation of European space strategy
• Gathering, analysis and consideration of societal needs
• Proposal of space projects

• Capacity building in Europe (e.g. in the member states)
• Assessment of geo return and supervision
• Industrial policy and procurement

• Organisation and support of cooperation globally
• Interconnecting science, industry, politics and society
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Status of the ESA ISS Programme

The ISS Exploitation Programme, Phase 2, 3rd Binding Financial Commitment,
(including lunar exploration activities merged therein), was subscribed at 791.4
M€ e.c. 2014, i.e. 91.8% of the required financial envelope. This includes:

•
•

•
•

Columbus operations, maintenance and sustaining engineering, User Support
Operation Centers (USOCs) and the European Astronauts Center (EAC)
activities for 2015-2017;
Completion of the agreed activities related to the European Service Module of
the NASA Multi-Purpose Crew Vehicle (MPCV-ESM);
Completion and closure of the Automated Transfer Vehicle (ATV) programme;
Selected lunar exploration activities.

Upcoming flight opportunities will allow all “class 2009 Astronauts” to fly at least
once (A. Mogensen/Sep.2015, T. Peake/Nov.2015, T. Pesquet/Nov.2016)
Additional flight opportunities are available through 2020 (one ESA, one ASI) and
more may arise should the decision be taken to extend ESA’s participation through
2024. Other flight opportunities may arise with China.
New ESA Astronauts may be appointed drawing on the selection made in 2009
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Post ISS Minimum requirements

microgravity-lab
fundamental research possibilities
international activities
springboard for future (deep) space
travels
• independent access for different actors
• frequent LEO – activities
• international exploration activities
•
•
•
•
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Thank you!
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